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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of controlling the solution of a parabolic 
partial differential equation with non-homogeneous Neumann boundary 
conditions, taking the flux as the control. We take as our cost functional 
the sum of the L2 norms of the control and the difference between the 
temperature distribution attained and the desired temperature profile. We 
establish the existence of an optimal control that minimizes the cost 
functional. The optimal control is characterized in a constructive way 
through the solution to the optimality system, which is the original problem 
coupled with an adjoint problem. We establish existence and uniqueness 
of the solution of the optimality system. Thus, we find the unique optimal 
control in terms of the solution to the optimality system. 
IV 
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V 
1. INTRODUCfION 
We consider an optimal control of a parabolic partial differential 
equation (PDE) with Neumann boundary conditions. The parabolic PDE 
is posed in a bounded multidimensional domain Q . The control is taken 
to be the flux on the lateral boundary. 
Given a control h , the corresponding state variable u = u(h) , 
satisfies the state system: 
n n 
l½ - L, (a;jUXj )xi + L,biux; +cu= f m Q = 0 x(0,7), 0 c /Rn 
ij=l i=l 
l(X, 0) = Uo(X) for XE 0 
i) u = h on al x (0, T) iJv 
n where v i = L, a ij 1' is the i th component of the conormal vector 
j=l 
[11, Chapter 2] . 
We take as our cost functional: 
(1.1) 
where h is the flux and u = u(h) is the corresponding solution of ( 1.1) . 
z is the desired "temperature" profile. This cost combines the cost of 
1 
control and the measure of the "closeness" to the desired profile z .  We 
want to minimize this cost functional over an admissible class of controls. 
The goal of this paper is to obtain a unique optimal control in terms of 
the solution to the optimality system, which will consist of the original 
parabolic problem coupled with an adjoint problem. In section two, we 
give an existence proof for an optimal control. We state the weak solution 
definition to be used for ( 1.1 ). Given an optimal control, we derive the 
optimality system in section three. The optimality system consists of the 
original state problem together with an adjoint problem. That optimal 
control has a representation in terms of the solution of the optimality 
system. 
We derive the optimality system by differentiating the cost functional 
with respect to the control and evaluating the result at an optimal control. 
In section four, we analyze the optimality system by first establishing 
uniqueness of solutions and then by establishing existence of such a 
solution. Hence, we have the unique optimal control in terms of the· 
solution of the optimality system. For existence, we use a constructive 
approach for the optimality system which is coupled in the boundary 
condition of the state equation problem and in the source term of the 
adjoint problem. Then, we use an inner/outer iteration scheme to prove 
existence of the solutions to the optimality system. 
For background in control of PDE's, see Lions [9], Troltzsch [14], and 
Ahmed and Teo [ 1] . Stojanovic [ 12, 13] introduced these constructive 
methods for representing the optimal control, and he developed the use of 
iteration methods for solving the optimality system comparable to those 
2 
we use. See Lenhart and Wilson [8] for similar techniques and solution 
spaces. This constructive approach for the parabolic PDE with flux as the 
control has not been treated previously. 
3 
2. EXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL CONTROL 
We are minimizing the cost functional over bounded, nonnegative 
functions h .  We make the following assumptions: 
n is a smooth bounded domain in IR O • 
Uo(X) eL2(0), 0 < �(x) SB in n . 
Z E L°0(Q). 
c(x,t) � c0 > 0 and c(x,t)e C(Q) 
2- 1- 2 -a;jEC (Q), a;j=aji ,b;eC (Q), /el (Q) and /�O. 
b • ii � b0 > 0, b = ( b;), i = 1,. .  , n , 
where ii is the outward unit nonnal on alx (0,1). 
n 
· 
n 
L a;fl ,{ j �0 I,�/ where · 0 is a positive constant. 
ij=l ,=I 
Assumption (2. 7) guarantees the cononnal direction v is outward. 
We define the class of admissible controls, AM , by 
AM = { hi he f (u Qx (0,7)) ; 0 Sh SM}. 
4 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
The underlying state space is 
2 1 
W = £ ((O,n;H (0)), 
with notation from [9, Chapter 3] . We now use the repeated indices 
summation convention. For u, v e W , we define a time dependent 
functional , a( t ; u, v) by 
a(t;u, v) = J aij(x,t)u� Vx
i 
+ J bi(x,t)ux; v+ J c(x,t)uv 
n n n 
We are interested in weak solutions of ( 1. 1) in the following sense: 
UE W 
J! (u,. v)dt + { a(t ;u(x, t),v(x, t)) = JQJv (x,t) + I.nx(O.T)hv (x ,t ) 
for all ve W 
where the first inner product is the duality between Hl(Q) and 
(Hl(Q))* 
Proposition 2. 1. 
(2.8) 
Under assumptions (2.1 )-(2. 7), and co is sufficiently large for each 
h eAM , there exists a unique u = u(h) in W satisfying 
5 
{ (u, ,v)dt + J! a(t;u,v ) = f J"v + J
tXlx<O,T)hv for all v e W. 
Proof. 
We will show coercivity and continuity in order to use standard theory 
[10, Chapter 3] to attain a unique solution. 
By Holder's inequality, 
n n n n 
where A depends on n , 
Further, we have, 
11 a · · 11 oo and D depends on n , 11 bi 11 00 • lJ L L 
n n 
where C1 depends on A, D, and II ell oo 
Similarly, 
where C2 depends on n ,  A, D, and llcllL00 • 
6 
n n 
Hence, 
for all u e W. 
Standard theory from [ 10, Chapter 3] gives existence of a unique solution 
for (1.1) . 
Remarks. 
1. Using a result from [6] to get a classical super solution of (1.1), we 
have the solutions u = u(h) for all h e AM are uniformly bounded with 
bound dependent on M . 
2. By the parabolic maximum principle (weak formulation) [7], the 
solutions u = u(h) are nonnegative. 
Theorem 2. 1. 
There exists an optimal control in the class AM that minimizes the 
cost functional J(h) . 
Proof. 
Zero is a lower bound for { J(h) I h e  AM} . There exists a 6 � 0 
such that 6 = inf J(h) . Further, there exists a sequence { hn} such hE AM 
that 5 S J( hn ) S 5 + .!. for n = 1 ,  2, 3 , . .. . As n � 00 , n 
7 
By the uniqueness and existence result, we define un = u(hn) for each 
n. Using our definition of solution and integration by parts, we obtain 
Upon simplification, we have 
We use Cauchy's inequality and estimate the L2 lateral boundary 
term by an H 1 term in x on the interior [2] on the right hand side of 
(2.9) 
To estimate the L2 lateral boundary term by an ttl term in x, we 
use the following trace result [2]: For every £ > 0 , there exists Ce , 
depending on £ and Q , such that 
We use this trace result in (2.9) to obtain the following: 
1 J n 2 itJ ri n 2 rtJ n 2 
2 0 [u (x,t)] +8 0 01vu I +J0 0 c(u) 
I,, J n 2 8 rtf n 2 rtJ n 2 -n..,1 �(O,t)lu I +2J0 01Vu I +BtJ0 01u I 
l t r _ .n 2 ?8 lt r n 2 
+c2 0J0 1u I +4 0J01Vu I 
where B1, Co, Ct, and C2 are constants depending on 0 and bi. 
Thus, we obtain 
Each term on the left hand side of (2. 10) is bounded by the right hand 
side. 
(2.10) 
In particular, 
We apply Gronwall's inequality to (2. 11) with 
Next, we bound J
Q
1vu n 12 in (2.10). 
Moreover, we have 
10 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
We want to minimize J(h) . Since bounded sets in L2(Q) and 
L2(c)O x (0, T)) are weakly compact [4], there exists subsequences hn 
that converge weakly in L2(c)O x (0, T)) to h* and subsequences un 
that converge weakly in L2 (Q) to u * , respectively. Since 
w * th n w * * * · th 2 > u en u ---.> v. where v. = u , usmg e � 
' � l l � 
gradient bound, [5, Chapter 1, Theorem 6.2] .  We must establish that 
u* = u(h*). 
From our definition of weak solution, 
We have 
= JQJ,P + �O,T) lf,P for all ,f, E W (2.14) 
11 
i( ranges in a bounded subset of L2(( 0,1) ;(H1 (Q)) *). There exists a 
n n w • • 2 1 subsequence u, such that u, > u, m t ((O;I');(H ( Q))*i Thus we have 
Passing to the limit as n-+ oo in (2. 14), we obtain 
which gives that u * is the weak solution associated with h * . 
By the boundedness of weakly convergent subsequences [4] , we have 
We have 
Consequent! y, 
12 
Therefore, h * is an optimal control that minimizes the cost functional. 
13 
3. DERIVATION OF THE OPTIMALITY SYSTEM 
We now derive the optimality system which consists of a state system 
coupled with an adjoint system. We differentiate the cost functional with 
respect to the control to obtain necessary conditions for the optimality 
system. 
Let h* be an optimal control in L2(an x (0, T)) and h* + eye AM 
where 'Y is an arbitrary L2 function. Let u * and ue be solutions of 
(1.1) with heat flux, h* and h* + £"f, respectively. 
Ue -u* We need to analyze --- within the difference quotient of the 
e 
cost functional, 
Define 
J(h* -+er)-J(h*) , where e >0. 
e 
- u(_h * -+er)- u(_h*) - � -u* u - --- - - --- . 
e e 
Note that U does not depend on £ but does depend on 'Y , since U 
satisfies 
14 
(3.1) 
U(x,0) = 0  for xe Q 
iXJ 
iJv = r on anx (0 ,1). 
In the weak formulation, we have 
fa ( Ur ,v) + fa a(t ,U ,v) = ko.r>rv for all v e W. 
The following two lemmas will be used to analyze (3 .1) . 
Lemma 3.1. 
If co is sufficiently large, then ue � u* as E � 0 in L2(Q) . 
Proof. 
Using the weak definition of solution, we have 
We use Cauchy's inequality and estimate the L2 lateral boundary term 
by an Hl term in x in the interior on the right hand side of (3.3) . 
15 
(3.2) 
11 2 f 2 f 2 
2 0
[U(x,T)] +0 
Q
IVUI + 
Q
coU 
+�f IVUl2 +Bf IUl2 
2 Q 
1 Q 
where C1, C2, and B1 depend on 8 and bi. We obtain 
where C3 = C2 + B 1 
If co - C3 > 0 ,  then each term on the left hand side of (3. 4) is 
bounded by the right hand side of (3. 4) . 
Ue -u* Replacing U by - , we have 
e 
As E � 0, 
II it - u* II � 0. 
L2(Q ) 
16 
Remark 3. 1. 
The "co sufficiently large" assumption is not restrictive, since we can 
achieve this by changing functions u = e"' u. 
We need a comparison result for parabolic PDE's, which is a 
consequence of results in [ 11, Chapter 3] . 
Lemma 3.2. 
Let A k be a solution of the following problem: 
n n 
-i; - L(ai.,t;)x; - L(bi)., k)x; + elk = fk in Q 
i,j=l 
J i=l 
A k (X, T) = t,k for X E Q 
a;., k --+ (b • n)l k = gk on � x(0,7). av 
Theorem 3.1. 
(3.5) 
For M sufficiently large, given an optimal control h* and a 
corresponding solution u * = u(h *) of the state equation ( 1. 1 ), there exists 
a solution A. in W satisfying the adjoint problem 
17 
n n 
-A - �(a · ·A) -�(b·A) +cl=u*-z in Q t � I} X· X; � l X; 
ij=l J i=l 
l(x,1) =0 for xe 0 
ai 
i}v + 
(b • n)A = 0 on al x (0, 7). 
and h*=(-A)+ on ao x (0, T) . 
Proof. 
Compute the difference quotient in (3.1). 
O � _J(_h _* ,er_)_-_J(_h_*) 
e 
(3.6) 
=-1 {J (u_ -z>2 -l (u*-z)2 +j [(h*+ey)2-(h*)2 ]} 'l£ Q � Q �01) 
2 
=I <it -u*xit +u*-2z>+J (h*r+er > Q e . 2 �x(O,T) 2 
Passing to the limit as £ � 0 , we obtain 
(3. 7) 
18 
There exists A in W satisfying the adjoint problem (3.6) as a weak 
solution. Substitution from the adjoint problem and integration by parts 
yields 
+fQcUA + �0.T>h*r � 0. 
Simplifying, using initial and final time conditions, we obtain 
-
J��.T) <!� + ht n;A )U + Jinx(O.T 
>"Ii* <?: 0. 
Using the weak definition of solution for (3.2) and the boundary 
condition in (3.6), we obtain from (3.8) that 
On the set {h* = O} , we must have y> 0. Thus, in (3.9), using y 
with support on {h* = O} , h* + A> 0 ,  and then 
0 = h* �-A,. 
19 
(3.8) 
(3. 9) 
This implies that A > 0 . 
On the set {O  < h* < M }  , we can choose y to be positive or 
negative with support on {0  < h* < M }  . Due to the arbitrary sign of y ,  
h *  + A =  0 or h *  = -A . 
Since h* > 0, this implies that A <  0. 
On the set {h*  = M }  , y must be nonpositive with support on 
{ h * = M }  because h * + e:y cannot exceed M . If y � 0 , then 
h* + A � 0 , and 
M = h* � -A . 
Since h* = M ,  this implies that A �  -M . 
Combining these results, h* = min((-A)+, M) on an x (0, T) where 
{ 
s ,  if s � 0 s+ = 
0, if s < 0 .  
Next, our goal is to show (-A)+ � C where C is independent of M , 
which shows the M bound on the admissible controls is not needed. 
Notice that (-A)+ = max(-A, 0) . If we can get a lower bound on A , then 
we will actually have an upper bound on -A . Since z e L 00(Q) , then 
-C1 there exists c1 > 0 such that - z � -c1 • Let y = . Then 
Co 
20 
n n 
-y1 - l,(aiyxi )li -l,(b;Y)li +cy s -c1 in Q 
i,j=l i=l 
-c1 y(x,n= S O for xe Q 
; +(b •  ii)y= (h • ii)(� ) � o  on a-l x(O,n, 
(3.10) 
using assumption (2.6) and comparing (3.6) and (3. 10), we obtain A � y .  
� ( -A t � El.., where .£L is independent of M . 
co co 
For M sufficiently large, our optimal control does not hit the upper 
bound. 
Hence, 
h* = min((-A)+, M) = (-A)+ .  
Consequently, the optimality system is a coupled system of PDE's: 
21 
* n * n * 
u1 - L,(a ;p . >x. + L b;ux· + cu* = f in Q 
. .  I Xi 'J • I I lJ= I= 
u* (x, 0) = l'<)(X) · for X E  0 
� · =(-1 )+ � (0 7) av :I\, on au x ' . 
n n 
-A 1 - l)a;j Axi )� -l)b;A)x; +cA = u * - z  in Q 
ij=l i=I 
A(x, T) = 0  for xe Q 
dA 
av +(b • n)A = 0 on an x (0,1). 
22 
(3.11) 
4. ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIMALITY SYSTEM 
The analysis of the optimality system is to establish the existence and 
uniqueness of the system and to obtain a constructive method for 
obtaining the optimal control. The coupled system consisting of the heat 
flux problem and the adjoint problem has a solution by considering 
sequences of solutions of uncoupled problems. 
We need the following comparison result which is a consequence of 
results in [ 11, Chapter 3] . 
Lemma 4. 1. 
Let uk be a solution of the parabolic problem: 
au,k - =  gk on a!l x (O,T) i}v 
with auk in a direction outward froni JQ x (o,n. If l '?:.fk+l and av 
gk � gk+l , then uk � uk+l . 
23 
Remark 4. l. 
(-Ak+l )+ S (-Ak)+ whenever Ak S Ak+l .  Notice that a S b  implies 
that -a � -b . -a � -b implies that (-a)+ � (-b)+ since the positive part 
operator is a monotonically increasing operator. 
Lemma 4.2. 
Proof. 
[(-A )+ -(-[)+J2 S (A -i}2 , for all A ,i e IR .  
Case 1: - - + - + 2 ,t > 0,l < 0 :) l -2,t > 0  and [(-l ) - (-l ) ] = 
[(-f)+J2 = (f)2 . 
- 2 - 2 Notice (A )  S (A -A )  since 
0 s l2 -2ll +f2 -i2 = l (l - 2f). 
Case 2: ,t > o,i = 0 
[(-,t )+ -(-[)+J2 = 0 s (l -i}2 . 
Case 3: ,t � o,f � O 
[(-l )+ -(-[)+f = 0 s (l -i)2 . 
Case 4: ,i < o,f < O 
[(-l t - (-[)+J2 = (-l +i)2 = (l - i)2 . 
Case 5: A < 0 ,i > 0 . (This is the analogue of Case 1). 
24 
Case 6: A = o,i > 0 . (This is the analogue of Case 2 .) 
Therefore, [(-it - (-f)+J2 S (A - f>2 . 
Theorem 4.1. 
If co is sufficiently large, there is at most one solution to the optimality 
system. 
Proof. 
Suppose u, A and u,f are solution pairs to the optimality system 
(3.11). 
and 
Let w = u- u and y = A -i. Then we obtain 
n n 
w1 - L(a;jWx; )xi + Lb;wX; +cw = 0 in Q 
iJ=l i=l 
w(x, 0) = 0 for X E  0 
t1rV + - +  
iJv 
= (-l) - (-l ) on <Xl x(O,T) 
25 
(4. 1 )  
n n 
-y, - L (a ijYx. ).r; - I,(biY)x; + cy = w in Q 
. .  1 'J • 1 l.F i= 
}(x,1) = 0  for X E  0 
! + (b • ii)y = 0 on ell x( O,n, 
Multiply (4. 1 ) by w and (4.2) by y and integrate over Q . 
Now, we add (4.3) and (4.4). Then we apply Cauchy's inequality, 
estimate the L2 lateral boundary term by an Hl term in x in the 
interior, and use Lemma 4.2 to obtain the following. 
26 
(4. 2) 
. (4. 3) 
(4. 4) 
where Ct ,  C2, C3, B t ,  and B2 depend on 0 and bi . We obtain 
(4.5) 
If co > max(C2, C3) , then the inequality holds if and only if each term 
on the left hand side of ( 4.5) equals zero. Thus, 
w = 0 and y = 0 a.e. in Q . 
27 
Therefore, 
u =  u and A = i. 
The optimality system has a unique solution. 
We will use an inner/outer technique to obtain existence of the solution 
pair to the optimality system. We have existence of an optimal control by 
Theorem 2. 1 ,  but this inner/outer technique will give a constructive 
approach to find h * . See [8 , 12, 13]  for similar applications of this 
iteration technique. 
Theorem 4.2 . 
If co is sufficiently large, a solution to the optimality system exists. 
Let AO = 0 • Let u 1 be defined as the solution of 
n J n 1 � - L,(aij x. >x- + L,b;u!. +cu =! 
. .  1 ' 'J ._, ' 
l,F i=i 
J (x ,0) = 11o(x) for x e n 
clt
l 
1 0  + - = ( -A ) = Q av on al x(o,n. 
Using u 1 in the adjoint problem, we obtain 
28 
m Q 
(4. 6) 
1 n 1 n 1 1 1 -A - � (a . .  l ) - � (b·A ) + cl = u - z m Q t � vv� � � ' � 
ij=l "J i=l 
ai1 
-
- +( b • n)A, 1 = 0  on al x (O ,T). av 
Now use this Al in the state problem. A pattern evolves such that 
AO --+  ul --+ Al --+ u2 , etc. 
For k > 0 , we define uk, Ak as solutions of 
,} (x,0) = "o (x) for x e Q 
on oQ X (0 ;f). 
29 
(4. 7) 
(4.8) 
Compare (4.6) and 
,r (x ,Q) = "o(X) for X E  Q 
a,; = < - 1 1 )+ :\I'"\ c o n dV A 00 OU, X , . 
By Lemma 4.1, ul � u2. 
Compare (4.7) and 
-A 2 - � (a · ·A 2 ) - f (b·A2 ) + c,t2 = u2 - z m Q t � l) X· X; � l X; 
ij=l J i=l 
for XE Q 
a,i2 -- +(b • ii)..t 2 = 0  on �x (0,T). av 
By Lemma 3.2, Al � A2 . By Remark (4. 1 ), (-A2)+ � (-Al)+ . 
Compare ( 4.9) and 
30 
(4. 9) 
(4. 10) 
u3(x,Q) = �(X) for X E  Q 
au.3 = <- 1 2>+ � 1io n iJv A on OU X \ ' . 
By Lemma 4.1, u3 S u2 . Compare (4.6) and (4.11). By Lemma 4.1, 
ul S u3 . 
Compare (4.10) and 
-A3 - � (a , ,1 3 ) - � (b·A3 ) + cl3 = u3 - z  m Q t � zr'x. � � l xi 
i,j=l "J i=l 
l\x,1) = 0 for x e  n 
dl3 -
- + (b • n)l3 = 0  on dQ x (O,T). av 
By Lemma 3.2, A.3 S A.2 . By the Remark 4.1, (-A.2)+ S (-A.3)+ . 
Compare (4.7) and (4.12). By Lemma 3.2, Al S A.3 which implies 
(-A.3)+ s (-Al)+ . 
For a particular k , suppose uk S uk+ 1 and Ak S Ak+ 1 , then 
uk+2 s uk+l and Ak+2 S Ak+l . Compare solutions of 
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(4. 1 1 )  
(4.12) 
and 
n n 
uk+l - � (a . ,uk+l ) + � b·uk+t + cuk+l = f in Q t -� l} � Xj (-' l X; 
lJ=l i=l 
uk+t (x, 0) = l'c) ( x) for x e 0 
au,k+l 
-- = (-Ak t on oO x(o,n. av 
n n 
uk+2 - � (a · ·uk+2 ) + � b ,uk+2 + cuk+2 =! ID Q t -� l} � Xj � l X; 
lJ=l i=l 
uk+2 (x, 0) = l'c) ( x) for x e 0 
au,k+2 
-- = (-Ak+tt on oO x(o,n. av 
By Lemma 4.1, uk+2 � uk+l . Next, we compare solutions of 
n n 
-Ak+l _ � (a . .  lk+t ) _ � (b ·Ak+t ) + ci k+t = uk+t - z  ID Q t � lf "x, X; � l X; 
i,j=l 'J i=l 
aik+1 --- + (b •n)l k+t = 0  on � x (o ,n av 
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and 
n n 
-A k+2 - � (a . .l k+2 ) . - �(b ·A ki-2 ) . + cl 1+2 = uki-2 - z in Q , � •rx. x, � , x, 
i,j=1 'J � 
A k+2 (x,1) = 0 for X E  Q 
ai1+2 
-- +(b • n)l 1+2 = 0  on cll x (O,T). iJv 
By Lemma 3.2, Ak+2 � Ak+l . 
Combining the above results, we have 
and 
There exists u,u,A ,A such that 
u2k+1/ U 
33 
i2k+t
;r-
i 
Passing to the limit in ( 4.8), we obtain 
u(x,0) = "o(X) for X E  Q 
a;; 1 + � -= (-A)  On OU X(O,n. av 
n n 
-X'; - L, (a ;,!'x. )x; - L, (b;A)x; + cA = u - z m Q . .  1 1 . 1 lJ= l= 
A(x,n = 0  for XE 0 
ar 
- + (b • ii)A = 0 on an x(o,n. av 
34 
u(x, O)= Uo(x) for xe !l 
du .r + :ln - = (-11, )  On OU X (O,n. 
av 
n n 
-A..1 - L,(a;fox)x; - L,(b;A.. )x; + CA.. = u - z m Q 
ij=l 'J i=l 
A.. (x,n = 0  for X E  0 
ai - + (b • n)A.. = 0 on o0 x(o,n. 
av 
We have a coupled system of four equations with boundary conditions 
that has (ii ,A, u, A)  as a solution. Notice that ( u, A.. , u ,A) also satisfies 
this system. 
Similar to the uniqueness of the optimality system, this system has a 
unique solution. Thus, u = u and .,t = l .  · Therefore, the approximation scheme ( 4.8) is approaching the optimal 
values of the problem. Consequently, a solution to the optimality system 
has been constructed. 
In conclusion, Theorem 4. 1 and Theorem 4.2 give· a constructive 
approach to finding the optimal control, 
35 
h* = (-A)+ 
where (u*, A) is the unique solution of the optimality system. 
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